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Objective:  
1. Study of Sampling and Reconstruction of signal.
2. Study the effect of Sample Amplifier and Sample and Hold Amplifier on reconstructed 

signal.

Equipment Required:
1. ST2151 trainer with power cords
2. CRO with oscilloscope probe
3. Connecting cords

Connection Diagram:

Theory
The signals which are required to be transmitted as information is known as information signal and in 

the case of voice communication this will be a continuously changing signal containing speech 

information. The aim of the kit is to transmit the signals in digital form and is to reproduce this 

information signal in analog form at the receiving end of the communication system with the help of 

sampling and reconstruction trainer.

In the exercises to follow, you will simulate audio signal by a 1 KHz test signal provided On-board. 

The repetitive, non-changing waveform does not contain information. Provided the frequency of the 

test-signal lies within the frequency range which an information signal will occupy, a test signal of this 

type can be extremely helpful in system analysis and testing.

The voice signals are limited to the range 300 Hz to 3.4 KHz, a 1 KHz frequency fits conveniently in 

this range and can be used to demonstrate and test many techniques used in communication system.

Theory of sampling:
The signals we use in the real world, such as our voice, are called "analog" signals. To process these 

signals for digital communication, we need to convert analog signals to "digital" form. While an analog 

signal is continuous in both time and amplitude, a digital signal is discrete in both time and amplitude. 
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To convert continuous time signal to discrete time signal, a process is used called as sampling. The 

value of the signal is measured at certain intervals in time. Each measurement is referred to as a sample.

Principle of sampling
Consider an analogue signal x(t) that can be viewed as a continuous function of time, as shown in 

figure1. We can represent this signal as a discrete time signal by using values of x(t) at intervals of 

nTs to form x(nTs) as shown in figure 1. We are "grabbing" points from the function x(t) at regular 

intervals of time, Ts, called the sampling period

The Sampling Theorem:
The Sampling Theorem states that a signal can be exactly reproduced if it is sampled at a frequency 

F , where F is greater than twice the maximum frequency F in the signal.

The frequency is called the Nyquist sampling rate. Half of this value, F , is sometimes called 

the Nyquist frequency. 

The sampling theorem is considered to have been articulated by Nyquist in 1928 and mathematically 

proven by Shannon in 1949. Some books use the term "Nyquist Sampling Theorem", and others use 

"Shannon Sampling Theorem". They are in fact the same sampling theorem.

The sampling theorem clearly states what the sampling rate should be for a given range of frequencies. 

In practice, however, the range of frequencies needed to faithfully record an analog signal is not always 

known beforehand. Nevertheless, engineers often can define the frequency range of interest. As a result, 

analog filters are sometimes used to remove frequency components outside the frequency range of 

interest before the signal is sampled.

For example, the human ear can detect sound across the frequency range of 20 Hz to 20 KHz. According 

to the sampling theorem, one should sample sound signals at least at 40 KHz in order for the 

reconstructed sound signal to be acceptable to the human ear. Components higher than 20 KHz cannot 

be detected, but they can still pollute the sampled signal through aliasing. Therefore, frequency 

components above 20 KHz are removed from the sound signal before sampling by a band-pass or low-

pass analog filter.

Sampling Techniques:
There are three types of sampling techniques as under:

1. Ideal sampling or Instantaneous sampling or Impulse sampling
2. Natural sampling
3. Flat top sampling
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For the proof of sampling theorem we use ideal or impulse sampling. The concept of 
‘instantaneous’�sampling�is�more�of�a�mathematical�abstraction�as�no�practical�sampling�
device can actually generate truly instantaneous samples (a sampling pulse should have 
non-zero energy). However, this is not a deterrent in using the theory of instantaneous 
sampling, as a fairly close approximation of instantaneous sampling is sufficient for 
most� practical� systems.� To� contain� our� discussion� on� Nyquist’s� theorems,� we� will
introduce some mathematical expression. 
If x(t) represents a continuous-time signal, the equivalent set of instantaneous uniform  
samples {x(nTs)} may be represented as: 

{x(nTs)} = Σ�x(t).δ(t- nTs)

Where, x(nTs) = x(t) =nTs , δ(t) is a unit pulse singularity�function�and�‘n’�is�an�integer

In the analogue-to-digital conversion process an analogue waveform is sampled to 
form a series of pulses whose amplitude is the amplitude of the sampled waveform at 
the time the sample was taken. In natural sampling the pulse amplitude takes the 
shape of the analogue waveform for the period of the sampling pulse as shown in 
figure 6.

After an analogue waveform is sampled in the analogue-to-digital conversion process, 
the continuous analogue waveform is converted into a series of pulses whose amplitude 
is equal to the amplitude of the analogue signal at the start of the sampling process. 
Since the sampled pulses have uniform amplitude, the process is called flat top 
sampling as shown in figure 7.
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Procedure:

Initial set up of trainer: 

1. Duty cycle selector switch position: Position 5 
2. Sampling selector switch: Internal position 
3. Connect the power cord to the trainer. Keep�the�power�switch�in�‘Off’�position.
4. Connect 1 KHz Sine wave to signal Input as shown in figure 1.1.
5. Switch�‘On’�the�trainer's�power�supply�&�Oscilloscope.
6. Connect�BNC�connector�to�the�CRO�and�to�the�trainer’s�output�port.�
7. You can observe the process of step-by-step generating sine wave signal from 

square wave of 1 KHz at TP3, TP4, TP5 and TP6 respectively.

Initial set up of trainer:
1. Duty cycle selector switch position: Position 5
2. Sampling selector switch: Internal position
3. Connect�the�power�cord�to�the�trainer.�Keep�the�power�switch�in�‘Off’�position.
4. Connect 1 KHz Sine wave to signal Input.
5. Switch�‘On’�the trainer's power supply & Oscilloscope.
6. Connect�BNC�connector�to�the�CRO�and�to�the�trainer’s�output�port.
7. Select sampling frequency of 8 KHz by Sampling Frequency Selector Switch 

pressed till 80 KHz signal LED glows.
8. Observe 1 KHz sine wave and Sample Output (TP39) on oscilloscope. The display 

shows 1 KHz sine wave being sampled at 8 KHz, so there are 8 samples for every 
cycle of the sine wave.

9. Connect Sample Output to Fourth Order low pass filter Input as shown in figure 
1.2 Observe the filtered output (TP48) on the oscilloscope. The display shows the 
reconstructed 1 KHz sine wave 

10. Similarly observe the sampled 1 KHz sine wave at and Sample and Hold Output 
(TP41) on oscilloscope. The display shows 1 KHz sine wave being sampled and 
hold signal at 8 KHz.

11. Connect Sample and Hold Output to Second Order low pass filter Input and observe 
the filtered output (TP44) on oscilloscope. The display shows the reconstructed 1 
KHz sine wave.

 

Procedure:

Initial set up of trainer:

Duty cycle selector switch position: Position 5
Sampling selector switch: Internal

1. Connect�the�power�cord�to�the�trainer.�Keep�the�power�switch�in�‘Off’�position.
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2. Connect 1 KHz Sine wave to input signal.Connect BNC connector to the CRO
and�to�the�trainer’s�output�port.

3. Connect Sample Output to fourth Order low pass filter Input and Sample and Hold 
4. Output to second Order low pass filter Input as shown in figure 1.1
5. Switch�‘On’�the�trainer's�power�supply�&�Oscilloscope.�(Turning�‘On’�the supply 

will randomly select the sampling frequency).
6. Select sampling frequency of 8 KHz by Sampling Frequency Selector Switch 

pressed till 80 KHz signal LED glows.
7. Vary the position of Duty Cycle Selector Switch from 0% to 90% (position 0 to 

9) and observe the Sample Output (TP39) and Sample and hold Output (TP41).
8. Also observe variation of output signal with the change in duty cycle at low pass 

filter outputs (TP44 and TP48). Compare the output of the two low pass filters

Conclusion:
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[A]

Objective: Study of Pulse Amplitude Modulation & Demodulation with Sample, Sample & 
Hold & Flat Top.

Equipment Required:
1. ST2110 with power supply cord
2. CRO with connecting probe
3. Connecting cords

Connection Block Diagram:

Procedure:
1. Connect the circuit as shown in Figure 2.1.

a. Output of sine wave to modulation signal IN in PAM block keeping the switch 

in 1 KHz position.

b. 8 KHz pulse output to pulse input.

c. Output of low pass filter to input of AC amplifier. 

d. Keep the gain pot in Connect the sample output to low pass filter input.

e. AC amplifier block in anticlockwise position.

2. Switch�‘On’�the�power�supply�&�oscilloscope.

3. Observe the outputs at TP (3 & 5) these are natural & flat top outputs respectively.

4. Observe the difference between the two outputs.
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5. Vary the amplitude potentiometer and frequency change over switch & observe the 

effect on the two outputs.

6. Vary the frequency of pulse, by connecting the pulse input to the 4 frequencies available 

i.e. 8, 16, 32, 64 kHz in Pulse output block.

7. Switch�‘On’�fault�No.�1,�2,�3,�4�one�by�one�&�observe�their�effect�on�Pulse�Amplitude�

Modulation output and try to locate them.

8. Monitor the output of AC amplifier. It should be a pure sine wave similar to input.

9. Vary the amplitude of input, the amplitude of output will vary.

10. Similarly connect the sample & hold & flat top outputs to low pass filter and see the 

demodulated waveform at the output of AC amplifier.

11. Switch�‘On’�the�switched�faults�No.�1,�2,�3,�4,�5�&�8�one�by�one�and�see�their�effects on 

output.

12. Switch�‘Off’�the�power�supply.

[B]

Objective: Study of Pulse Width Demodulation

Equipment Required:
1. ST2110 with power supply cord
2. CRO with connecting probe
3. Connecting cords

Connection Block Diagram

Procedure:
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Switch�‘On’�the�power�supply�&�oscilloscope.

7. Switch�‘On’�fault�no,�1,�2,�5�&�8�one�by�one�at�a�time.�Observe�their�effects�on�final�output�

8. Switch�‘Off’�the�power�supply.

 

[C]

Objective: Study of PPM Demodulation

Equipment Required:

Connection Block Diagram:

Procedure:
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ch�‘On’�the�power�supply�&�oscilloscope.

5. Switch� ‘On’� fault�No.�1,� 2,� 6�&�8� one� by�one�&� observes� their� effect� on� demodulat

6. Switch�‘Off’�the�power�supply.

Conclusion:
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Objective: To perform TDM by using multiplexing and demultiplexing using

1. One link
2. Two link
3. Three link

Equipment Required:
1. TDM-PAM transmitter trainer kit  
2. ST-2102, 
3. Dual trace CRO,
4. Connecting wires, etc.

Theory
The TDM – PAM transmitter consist of following circuit blocks. (Refer Fig.3.1)

1. Sampler: To sample the analog signal of each channel. The sampled signal is nothing 
but PAM (Pulse Amplitude Modulation) signal.

2. Multiplexer: To time multiplex various sampled signal to transmit on a single channel.
In practice it is possible to implement above both blocks by a single circuit.

The TDM – PAM receiver consist of following blocks. (Refer Fig. 3.1)
1. Demultiplexer: To demultiplex received TDM – PAM signal to generate PAM signals 

corresponding to various channels.
2. Low pass filter: To generate transmitted analog signals by smoothing out PAM signals.

Synchronization: It is utmost necessary to maintain the one to one correspondence 
between whatever things happening at transmitter side and corresponding things 
happening at receiver side. Sampling signals for respective channels should correspond 
at transmitter and receiver, i.e. data for the same channel should be sampled at 
transmitter as well as receiver side. The timing maintained to fulfill above requirements 
is called synchronization. All these timing are maintained with reference to system 
clock. So the receiver clock should be same as transmitter clock.

In transmitter side analog signal of each signal are sampled cyclically one after another 

and PAM signals are generated and then time multiplexed. This signal is called TDM -

PAM signal. To distinguish between each start of sample, they are grouped in to frames. 

If we know the start of frame, then we can generate sampling signals at receiver side to 

route PAM signal at proper destination channels. So, at start of each frame, 

synchronization information is sent. In receiver, first the synchronization information 

is obtain and sampling signal sequence is decided. Then TDM – PAM signal is sampled 

and then generated PAM signals are filtered to obtain the analog signal back.

CONNECTING MODE OF TRANSMITTER AND RECEIVER:

The TDM – PAM transmitter – receiver can be configured in three different modes.
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(A) Operating mode 1 – three links:
Three physical connections are provided between transmitter and receiver.

1. TDM – PAM output of transmitter to TDM – PAM input of receiver.
2. Transmitter clock to receiver clock.
3. Transmitter channel zero (TX-CH0) to receiver channel zero (RX-CH0), to obtain 

the starting time of frame (Frame Synchronization). This configuration gives rise to 
most simple receiver circuitry. 

(B) Operating mode 2 – two links:
Two physical connections are provided between transmitter and receiver.

1. TDM – PAM output of transmitter to TDM – PAM input of receiver.
2. Transmitter channel zero (TX-CH0) to receiver channel zero (RX-CH0), to obtain 

the starting time of frame.  
As the frame sync signal is an integral multiple of the clock signal, one can derive the                  

clock signal from the frame sync signal. The phase locked loop can be used to derive 

the             clock signal from the TX-CH0 signal as follows.

� The lever of the switch in this block should be up side.
� TX-CH0 is connected to PLL input.
� As the frequency multiplier is used in PLL feedback loop, the PLL VCO frequency 

is 4 times the input frequency. The receiver frequency can be used as receiver 
clock.

(C) Operating mode 3 – one link:
Signal link carrying information signal only. TDM – PAM output of transmitter to 

TDM – PAM input of receiver.

The forth channel namely CH0 is reserved for the sync level information i.e. the sync 

information is sent along with the information samples which is then extracted by the 

receiver.

The clock & sync signal is derived from the PLL timing logic as follows.

� The level of the switch in this block should be down side
� The�sync�level�is�linked�to�the�transmitter’s�CH0�input.
� TDM – PAM signal is given to a Threshold Comparator, where it is compared 

with some threshold voltage level which is adjustable from 1 to 6.2V by 
potentiometer.

� Output of threshold detector will be high only during the sampling intervals of 
CH0 samples if the transmitted sync pulses are grater in amplitude than the largest 
analog sample. So sync signals are recovered whose frequency is integral sub 
multiple of transmitter clock frequency. (Here it is ¼ th of clock frequency).

� This sync signal is fed to PLL, the feedback path of which has divide by 4 
counters. So the output clock freq is 4 times the sync freq, which is same as 
transmitter clock.

� Correct operation in Mode 3 is ensured when the transmitted sync pulses are 
grater in amplitude then the largest analog sample to recover the frame sync signal 
at� correct� instant.�Any�violation�of� the� rule�will�make� the� receiver’s�output� to�
become�‘garbled’�&�totally�unrelated�to�the�transmitter’s�input.�This�is�because�
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the sync between TX and RX is lost. For e.g. if sample of CH1 analog input is 
larger than the SYNC LEVEL, than sync information derived at receiver will be 
during�the�time�CH1’s�sample�is�present�and�CH0’s�sampler�will�be�on.�So�at�the�
CH0 channel, information for CH1 will be available.

The sync socket is connected to RX-CH0 socket & the CLOCK socket is connected 

to RX-CLOCK socket. The CH0 channel in the transmitter is fed with the sync level 

socket output of the function generator block. This mode gives rise to the most 

complex receiver system.

THE FUNCTIONS OF VARIOUS BLOCKS ARE DESCRIBED BELOW.

FUNCTION GENERTOR:

This block provides the sinusoidal signal at freq 250Hz, 500Hz, 1 KHz & 2 KHz to be 

used as the analog input channel for the four channels. These signals are synchronized 

to the sampling pulse, hence the CRO display at various test points is stable & no 

triggering problem arises. The amplitude of the signal can be varied b the potentiometer 

provided for each signal. The SYNC LEVEL sub-block is used in the connecting mode 

3 only where it is linked�to�the�transmitter’s�CH0�input.�It�provides�the�sync�pulses.�The�

amplitude of the synchronization pulse can be varied by varying the SYNC LEVEL 

potentiometer.

TRANSMITTER TIMING LOGIC:

The transmitter timing logic is responsible for generation of accurately timed sampling 

control & sync signals. It assigns a particular time slot to each channel to transmit the 

information by controlling the opening & closing of the analog switches. The clock 

signal is available at TX-CLOCK socket & at TX-CH0 socket.

One information is sampled when the control signal goes low, allowing the information 

signal to pass during sampling pulse. Duty ratio of sampling signal can be varied from 

0 to 90% in decade step by the DUTY CYCLE SELECTOR switch. The effect of the 

sampling pulse duty cycle on modulation and signal recovery can be studied by the user 

using this future. The 4 output from the decoder are train of sampling pulse which sets 

duty cycle at a rate of 16 KHz, i.e. the sampling of the 4 analog channels occurs at a 

rate 16 KHz.

TRANSMITTER:

This block consist 4 input sockets named as CH0/CH1/CH2/CH3. Unity gain buffer for 

each channel. Four analog switches followed by the final unity gain buffer. The function 

of this block is to time division multiplex the incoming data at 4 channels to transmit 

them. The final output is a pulse amplitude modulated time division multiplexed signal.

PHASE LOCKED LOOP:

This block provides the clock & the frame synchronization signal to the receiver in 

mode 2&3. This block provides the receiver the extracted timing information by its 
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loop action. It becomes locked to the transmitter clock frequency & follows its variation 

too quickly. The operation of this block in mode 2&3 is already explained earlier.

Procedure:

Mode 1 - THREE LINK CONNECTION

1. Make connections as shown in diagram -3.1
250 Hz, 500 Hz, 1 KHz , 2 KHz signals  to CH0, CH1, CH2  and CH3 inputs

TX.CLOCK output RX.CLOCK input

TX.TO output RX.CH0 input

TX output RX input

2. Now, turn on the power.
Observe the waveforms as follows.

� TX-CLOCK relative to TX-CH0 signal
� TX-CH0 relative to CH0-SAMPLE. (Both will be complementary to each 

other).
� Set the amplitude level for each channels by varying the knob.
� 250 Hz, 500 Hz, 1 KHz and 2 KHz input signals and TDM-PAM signal on ST-

2102, also the sampled output. 
� Multiplexed and de-multiplexed signals.
� 250 Hz, 500 Hz, 1 KHz and 2 KHz reconstructed output  signals and TDM-

PAM
3. Draw the above waveforms
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Mode 2 - TWO LINK CONNECTION 

1. Switch OFF the kits and remove the link connection TX.clock and RX.clock. switch 
the PLL switch in upper position. Also make other connections as shown in figure.3.2

2. Switch ON both the kit and do following Observe TX clock output and PLL Clock 
output- their frequency should match.

3. Also observe & draw sampled, multiplexed, de-multiplexed and reconstructed 
waveforms.

Mode 3 - ONE LINK CONNECTION 

1. Connect CH0 input from SYNC LEVEL DC variable source and rest of the channel 
inputs same as in mode1 & mode2.

2. Connect PLL Clock to Receiver Timing Clock, PLL Sync to Rx. CH0 input of Receiver 
Timing Circuit.
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3. Keep Switch in lower position.
4. Turn the Sync level fully clock wise. 
5. Observe the comparator threshold detector (tp. 22) and SYNC. Both will have same 

frequency.
6. Observe all above waveforms also.

Conclusion:
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Objective: To study the different data formats

Equipment Required:
1. Data Formatting Trainer Kit ST2106, 
2. Carrier Modulation trainer kit ST2103, 
3. C.R.O.

 

Theory:
The symbols '0' and '1' in digital system can be represented in various formats with different 

levels & waveforms. The selection of particular format for communication depends on the 

system bandwidth, system's ability to pass DC level information, error checking facility, ease 

of clock regeneration & synchronizations at receiver, system complexity & cost etc.

The most widely used formats of data representation are given below. Every data format has 

specific advantages & disadvantages associated with them.

� Non-Return to Zero (Level) NRZ (L):

It is the simplest form of data representation. The NRZ (L) waveform simply goes low for 

one bit time to represent a data '0' & high for one bit time to represent a data '1'. Thus the 

signal alternates only when there is a data change. 

The clock regeneration is very difficult in such cases. This makes the clock regeneration 

design more complex. The NRZ (L) code requires comparatively narrow bandwidth. Another 

problem with NRZ (L) code is that it contains DC level hence cannot be used for 

communication systems which cannot pass DC.

� Non-Return to Zero (Mark) NRZ (M):

The NRZ (M) code is very much similar to the NRZ (L) code. Here if logic 1 is to be 

transmitted. The new level is inverse of the previous level i.e. change in level occurs. If a data 

'0' is to be transmitted the level unchanged. Thus in the case of NRZ (M) waveform the present 

level is related to the previous levels. 

The receiver can extract the timing information from the NRZ (M) waveform unless there are 

long� periods� of� no� level� changes� corresponding� to� long� streams� of� ‘0’s.� This� is� slight�

improvement over NRZ (L) code. 

The NRZ (M) is similar to NRZ (L) code in respect of the bandwidth utilized & the passing of 

DC levels. A considerable advantage of NRZ (M) is that it is independent of the absolute level 
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of the incoming data. The receiver simply has to know the level changes; this is an advantage 

in phase shift keying.

� Return to Zero (RZ):

The RZ code provides a partial solution overcome the receiver clock regeneration problem 

with NRZ (L) code. It is similar to NR Z (L) code, except that the information is contained in 

the first half of the bit interval, while the level during the second half of each period is always 

0 volts. 

The receiver clock generation circuit more simpler than in case of NRZ (L) code. The 

bandwidth required is twice as that required for the NRZ codes. Another problem with RZ is 

that like NRZ (L) it has DC component & hence it cannot be utilized for systems, which cannot 

pass DC. 

� Biphase (Manchester) :

The encoding rules for Biphase (Manchester) code are as follows. A data '0' is encoded as a 

low level during first half of the bit time and high level during the second half.

A data '1' is encoded as a high level during first half of the bit time and low level during the 

second half. The required bandwidth is same as that of the RZ code & double as that of the 

NRZ (L) code.

The effective DC level of the Biphase coded waveform is zero. The Biphase (Manchester) 

code has ability to provide reliable clock synchronized information to the receiver clock.

� Biphase (Mark):
..

In the Biphase (Mark) coding the data is coded as two levels in each bit time. Here the 

sequence of transmitted levels (low succeeded by high or high succeeded by low) depends on 

the order of sequence in previous bit time and the present data. 

If a data '0' is to be transmitted, the sequence of the transmitted levels will remain same as for 

the previous bit interval. 

If a data '1' is to be transmitted, the sequence of the transmitted levels will reverse i.e. phase 

reversal will occur. 

The Biphase (Mark) code being very similar to the Biphase (Manchester) coding requires 

same amount of bandwidth i.e. double as that of the NRZ (L). This code too is independent 

of the DC level. The Biphase (Mark) code also has ability to provide reliable clock 

synchronized information to the receiver clock.

� Return to Bias (RB):
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The RB code is a three level code. The levels used are positive voltage level, negative voltage 

level, and an intermediate (or bias) level (Usually 0 volts). There is no restriction on the value 

of bias level. It can be above or below the logic 0 and 1 voltages or it can be between them.

During the first half period of each clock bit, a positive level is transmitted for data '1' and a 

negative level for a data '0'. During the second half, the waveform just returns to the bias 

level. 

The bandwidth requirement is same as that for RZ, Biphase codes & double that for the NRZ 

codes. The DC level of the waveform depends on the strings of 1's, and O's. 

The most significant advantage of RB coding is that the timing information is very easily 

obtained.�The�system�is�even�referred�to�as�'Self�Clocking’�system.�The�other�disadvantage�

of RB signal is that transmitter must generate three levels; a more complex transmitter is 

required.

� Alternate Mark Inversion (AMI):

AMI being a three level code uses three levels namely, a positive voltage level, a non-

negative voltage level and a bias level. 

Like RB waveform, the AMI always returns to the bias level during second half of the bit 

time interval; during the first half the transmitted level can be positive level, a negative level 

or a bias level. 

� A data '0' is always represented by the bias level.
� A data '1' may be represented by either a positive level or negative level, the level 

being chose opposite to what it was used to represent the previous data '1'. Thus we 
have alternating positive level and negative level. This justifies its name Alternate 
Mark Inversion.

Thus the bandwidth required is twice that required for the NRZ codes. The main advantage of 

AMI code is that it is independent of DC level. The clock regeneration is difficult. Since AMI 

is a three-bit code, the transmitter is more complex.

The ST2106 board can be operated in two modes. M1 is the normal operating mode. In this 

mode ST2103 TDM-PCM transmitter trainer serves digital data & the clock source to 

ST2106 trainer. MODE 2 is used to illustrate the computer-to-computer communication.       

Here the, DATA CLOCK signal is Data Formatting circuit itself. The ST2106 trainer has 

two Unipolar-Bipolar converters whose function is to convert the unipolar data (+5V/OV) 

to bipolar data (+4V Level). While the block is enabled it converts the +5V level to +4V & 

OV level to -4V level. The relationship between the two input signals DISABLE & INPUT 

of converter and OUTPUT signals of the converter is summarized in the below table:

DISABLE INPUT OUTPUT

Logic '0' X�DON’T�CARE OV

Logic '1' Logic�‘0’ -4V

Logic '1' +4V
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Procedure:
1. Set up the following conditions on ST2103 trainer:

MODE switch set in FAST position.

PSEUDO-RANDOM SYNC CODE GENERATOR switched OFF.

ERROR CHECK CODE SELECTOR switches A & B in A = 0 & B = 0 positions.

ALL switched faults OFF.

2. Set ST2106 trainer's MODE switch in position 1.

3. Make the connection TX CLOCK output (ST2103) to TX CLOCK input (ST2106) & 

PCM output (ST2103) to TX DATA input (ST2106).

4. On ST2103 trainer make the connections: DC 1 to CH 0 input & CH 0 input to CH 1 

input.

5. Switch ON the power. On ST2103 trainer adjust the DC 1 potentiometer until the 7 –

bit code displayed on  converter LED's is 0 1 0 0 0 1 1.

6. Observe the DATA CLOCK output at tp. 4 on ST2106 trainer's DATA FORMAT 

block with oscilloscope's channel 1. Examine the NRZ (L), NRZ (M), RB, Biphase 

(Manchester), Biphase (Mark) at tp. 5, tp. 6, tp. 7, tp. 8, tp. 9 on ST2106 trainer's 

DATA FORMAT  block with oscilloscope's channel 2.

7. Before experimenting with RB code. Make additional connections on ST2106: 

DATA CLOCK is applied to DISABLE input of Unipolar-Bipolar converter &  

NRZ(L) code to input of Unipolar-Bipolar converter. Examine the output of unipolar-

Bipolar converter (RB code) with respect to data clock.

8. Before experimenting with AMI code. Make additional connections on ST2106: RZ     

output is applied to DISABLE input of Unipolar-Bipolar converter & NRZ (M) code   

to input of Unipolar-Bipolar converter. Examine the output of unipolar-Bipolar  

converter (AMI code) with respect to data clock.

Conclusion: 
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Objective: Study of Amplitude Shift Keying.

Equipment Required:
1. ST2156 and ST2157 Trainers.
2. 2 mm Banana cable
3. Oscilloscope Caddo 802 or equivalent

Circuit diagram:

Figure 5.1

Procedure:
1. Connect the power supplies of ST2156 and ST2157 but do not turn on the power 

supplies until connections are made for this experiment.
2. Make the connections as shown in the figure 5.1.
3. Switch 'ON' the power.
4. On�ST2156,�connect�oscilloscope�CH1�to�‘Clock�In’�and�CH2�to�‘Data�In’�and�observe�

the waveforms.
5. On�ST2156,�connect�oscilloscope�CH1�to�‘NRZ�(L)’�and�CH2�to�‘Output’�of�modulator�

Circuit (l) on ST2156 and observe the waveforms. 
6. Vary the gain potentiometer of modulator circuit (l) on ST2156 to adjust the amplitude 

of ASK Waveform. 
7. On ST2156, connect oscilloscope� CH1� to� ‘NRZ� (L)’� and� CH2� to� ‘Output’� of�

comparator on ST2157 and observe the waveforms.

Observations:

1. The�output�at�‘Data�In’�is�repeating�sequence�of�bits�generated�by�Data�Source.
2. The output at Modulator Circuit (l) is the ASK waveform which contains carrier 

transmitted�for�Data�‘1’�and�carrier�suppressed�Data�‘0’.
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3. The�output�at�comparator�on�ST2157�is�the�same�as�‘Data�In’�on�ST2156.

Figure 5.2    Waveforms Of ASK Modulation

Figure 5.3 Waveforms Of ASK Demodulation

Conclusions:
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Objective: Study of Frequency Shift Keying.

Equipment Required:

1. ST2156 and ST2157 Trainers.
2. 2 mm Banana cable
3. Oscilloscope Caddo 802 or equivalent

 

Circuit diagram:

Figure 6.1

Procedure:
1. Connect the power supplies of ST2156 and ST2157 but do not turn on the power 

supplies until connections are made for this experiment.
2. Make the connections as shown in the figure 6.1.
3. Switch 'ON' the power.
4. On�ST2156,�connect�oscilloscope�CH1�to�‘Clock�In’�and�CH2�to�‘Data�In’�and�observe�

the waveforms. 
5. On�ST2156,�connect�oscilloscope�CH1�to�‘NRZ�(L)’�and�CH2�to�‘Output’�of�Summing�

Amplifier on ST2156 and observe the waveforms. 
6. Adjust the potentiometers of both the Modulator Circuit (l) & (ll) onST2156 to adjust 

the�amplitude�of�FSK�waveform�at�Summing�Amplifier’s�output�on�ST2156.�
7. On� ST2156,� connect� oscilloscope� CH1� to� ‘NRZ� (L)’� and� CH2� to� ‘Output’� of�

comparator on ST2157 and observe the waveforms.

Observations:
1. The output at Summer Amplifier is the FSK waveform, Observe that for data bit '0' the 

FSK�signal�is�at�lower�frequency�(960KHz)�&�for�data�bit�'1’�the�FSK�signal�is�at�higher�
frequency (1.6MHz) The output at comparator on ST2157 is the same as�‘Data�In’�on�
ST2156.
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Figure 6.2 Waveforms of FSK Modulation & Demodulation

Conclusions:
. 
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Objective: Study of Phase Shift Keying.

Equipment Required:
1. ST2156 and ST2157 Trainers.
2. 2 mm Banana cable
3. Oscilloscope Caddo 802 or equivalent

Circuit diagram:

Figure 7.1

Procedure:
1. Connect the power supplies of ST2156 and ST2157 but do not turn on the power 

supplies until connections are made for this experiment.
2. Make the connections as shown in the figure 7.1.
3. Switch 'ON' the power.
4. On�ST2156,�connect�oscilloscope�CH1�to�‘Clock�In’�and�CH2�to�‘Data�In’�and�observe�

the waveforms.
5. On�ST2156,�connect�oscilloscope�CH1�to�‘NRZ�(L)’�and�CH2�to�‘Output’�of�Modulator�

Circuit (l) on ST2156 and observe the waveforms.
6. Adjust�the�‘Gain’�potentiometer�of�the�Modulator�Circuit�(l)�on�ST2156�to�adjust�the�

amplitude of PSK waveform at output of Modulator Circuit (l) on ST2156.
7. Now�on�ST2157�connect�oscilloscope�CH1�to�‘Input’�of�PSK�demodulator�and�connect 

CH2 one by one to output of double squaring circuit, output of PLL, output of Divide 
by four (÷ 2) observe the wave forms.

8. On�ST2157�connect�oscilloscope�CH1�to�output�of�Phase�adjust�and�CH2�to�‘output’�of�
PSK demodulator and observe the waveforms. Set all toggle switch to 0 and compare 
the waveform now vary the phase adjust potentiometer and observe its effects on the 
demodulated signal waveform. (Note: If there is problem in setting the waveform with 
potentiometer then toggle the switch given in PSK demodulator block two to three times 
to get the required waveform). 
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9. Now�connect�oscilloscope�CH1�to�‘PSK’�output�of�PSK�demodulator�on�ST2157�and�
connect�CH2�‘Output’�of�Low�Pass�Filter�on�ST2157�and�observe�the�waveforms.

10. Connect�oscilloscope�CH1�to�‘Output’�of�Low�Pass�Filter�on�ST2157�then�connect�CH2�
to� ‘Output’� of� Comparator� on� ST2157� and� observe� the� waveforms,� now� vary� the�
reference voltage potentiometer of first comparator to generate desired data pattern. 

11. On ST2156, connect� oscilloscope� CH1� to� ‘NRZ� (L)’� and� CH2� to� ‘Output’� of�
comparator on ST2157 and observe the waveforms.

12. Connect�oscilloscope�CH1�to�‘Data�In’� then�connect�CH2�output� to�Bit�decoder�and�
observe the waveforms. If both data does not matches then try to match it by varying 
the phase adjust potentiometer on QPSK Demodulator. 

13. Now try to match the LED sequence by once pressing the reset switch on ST2156.

Observations:
1. The�output�at�‘Data�In’�is�repeating�sequence�of�bits�generated�by�Data�Source.�
2. The�‘Output’�of�Modulator�Circuit�(l)�is�Phase�Shift�Keying�modulated�signal.�
3. The output of Double squaring circuit is sinusoidal signal (carrier signal) but frequency 

is four times higher than that of carrier used for modulation. 
4. The output of Phase Lock Loop (PLL) is clock signal of same frequency as that of the 

output of double squaring circuit and output of Divide by two (÷ 2) is clock signal of 
frequency two times less than the output of PLL signal. 

5. The output of PSK demodulator is a signal having group of positive half cycles and 
group of negative half cycles of the carrier signal.

6. A low pass filter removes high frequency component from demodulated PSK signal 
and it makes the signal smooth.

7. The variation in reference voltage potentiometer affect the Data, to recover Data 
correctly potentiometer adjustment is necessary. 

8. The Phase Adjust potentiometer on ST2157 matches the phase of regenerated clock and 
carrier with input clock and carrier signal.
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Figure 7.2 Waveforms of PSK Modulation
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Figure 7.3Waveforms of PSK Demodulation

Conclusions:
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Objective: Study of Quadrature Phase Shift Keying.

Equipment Required:
1. ST2156 and ST2157 Trainers. 
2. 2 mm Banana cable 
3. Oscilloscope Caddo 802 or equivalent

Circuit diagram:

Figure 8.1

Procedure:
1. Connect the power supplies of ST2156 and ST2157 but do not turn on the power 

supplies until connections are made for this experiment. 
2. Make the connections as shown in the figure 8.1.
3. Switch 'ON' the power.
4. On�ST2156,�connect�oscilloscope�CH1�to�‘Clock�In’�and�CH2�to�‘Data�In’�and�observe�

the waveforms. 
5. On�ST2156,�connect�oscilloscope�CH1�to�‘Clock�Output’�and�CH2�one�by�one�to�‘Sine’�

and�‘Cosine’�output�of�960�KHz�and�observe�the�waveforms.�
6. On ST2156, connect�oscilloscope�CH1�to�‘Data�In’�and�connect�CH2�one�by�one�to�‘I�

Data’�and�‘Q�Data’�outputs�and�observe�the�waveforms.�
7. Now�connect�oscilloscope�CH1�to�‘I�Data’�output�on�ST2156�and�connect�CH2�one�by�

one�to�‘Signal� In’,�‘Carrier� In’�and�‘Output’�of�modulator circuit (l) on ST2156 and 
observe the waveforms. 

8. Now�connect�oscilloscope�CH1�to�‘Q�Data’�output�on�ST2156�and�connect�CH2�one�
by�one�to�‘Signal�In’,�‘Carrier�In’�and�‘Output’�of�modulator�circuit�(ll)�on�ST2156�and�
observe the waveforms.

9. Now connect� oscilloscope� CH1� to� ‘Data� Out’� on� ST2156� and� CH2� to� ‘Output’of�
Summing Amplifier on ST2156 and observe the waveforms.

10. Set�‘Carrier�frequency’�selection�switch�to�‘960�KHz’�on�ST2157.
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11. Now� on� ST2157� connect� oscilloscope� CH1� to� ‘Input’� of� QPSK� demodulator� and 
connect CH2 one by one to output of double squaring circuit, output of PLL, output of 
Divide by four (÷ 4) observe the wave forms. 

12. On�ST2157,�connect�oscilloscope�CH1�to�‘I’�output�of�QPSK�demodulator�and�CH2�to�
‘Q’�output�of�QPSK�demodulator�and�observe the waveforms. Set all toggle switch to 
0, now vary the phase adjust potentiometer and observe its effects on the demodulated 
signal waveforms. 

13. Connect�oscilloscope�CH1�to�‘I’�output�of�QPSK�demodulator�on�ST2157�then�connect�
CH2 one by one to output of low pass filter, output of Comparator on ST2157 and 
observe the waveforms. 

14. Connect�oscilloscope�CH1�to�‘Q’�output�of�QPSK�demodulator�on�ST2157�then�connect�
CH2 one by one to output of low pass filter, output of Comparator on ST2157 and 
observe the waveforms.

15. Compare�the�output�of�comparators�on�ST2157�with�the�output�‘I�Data’�and�‘Q�Data’�
on ST2156 respectively. 

16. Connect�oscilloscope�CH1�to�‘Data�In’� then�connect�CH2�output� to�Bit�decoder�and�
observe the waveforms. If both data does not matches then try to match it by varying 
the phase adjust potentiometer on QPSK Demodulator.

17. Now try to match the LED sequence by once pressing the reset switch on ST2156.

Observations:
1. The�output�at�‘Data�In’�is�repeating�sequence�of�bits�generated�by�Data�Source.
2. The�‘I�Data’�and�‘Q�Data’�output�are�even�and�odd�bit�sequence�of�input�data�

sequence and bit duration is double of input data sequence as shown in the figure 2. 
3. The�‘Output’�of�Modulator�Circuit�(l)�and�Modulator�Circuit�(ll)�are�Phase�Shift�

Keying modulated signals, and summation of these two signals are Quadrature Phase 
Shifted signal as shown in the figure 2. 

4. The output of Double squaring circuit is sinusoidal signal (carrier signal) but 
frequency is four times higher than that of carrier used. 

5. The output of Phase Lock Loop (PLL) is clock signal of same frequency as that of the 
output of double squaring circuit and output of Divide by four (÷ 4) is clock signal of 
frequency four times less than the output of PLL signal.

6. The output of QPSK demodulator is a signal having group of positive half cycles and 
group of negative half cycles of the carrier signal as shown in the figure 3.

7. A low pass filter removes high frequency component from demodulated QPSK signal 
and it makes the signal smooth as shown in the figure 6.3.

8. The variation in reference voltage potentiometer affect the Data, to recover Data 
correctly potentiometer adjustment is necessary and recovered Data.

Conclusion:
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Objective: Study of Differential Quadrature Phase Shift Keying.

Equipment Required:
1 ST2156 and ST2157 Trainers.

2 mm Banana cable

3 Oscilloscope Caddo 802 or equivalent

Circuit diagram:

Figure 9.1

Procedure:

1. Connect the power supplies of ST2156 and ST2157 but do not turn on the power 
supplies until connections are made for this experiment.

2. Make the connections as shown in the figure 9.1.
3. Switch 'ON' the power.
4. On�ST2156,�connect�oscilloscope�CH1�to�‘Clock�In’ and�CH2�to�‘Data�In’�and�

observe the waveforms. 
5. On�ST2156�connect�oscilloscope�CH1�to�‘Clock�Out’�and�CH2�one�by�one�to�‘Sine’�

and�‘Cosine’�output�of�960�KHz�and�observe�the�waveforms.�
6. Connect�oscilloscope�CH1�to�‘Data�In’�and�connect�CH2�one�by�one�to�‘I�Data’�and�

‘Q�Data’�outputs�and�observe�the�waveforms.�
7. Now�connect�oscilloscope�CH1�to�‘I�Data’�output�of�serial�to�parallel�converter�on�

ST2156�and�connect�CH2�to�‘Output’�of�differential�encoder�(l)�on�ST2156�and�
observe the waveforms. 

8. On ST2156, connect�oscilloscope�CH1�to�‘Q�Data’�output�of�serial�to�parallel�
converter�and�connect�CH2�to�‘Output’�of�differential�encoders�(ll)�and�observe�the�
waveforms. 
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9. Now�connect�oscilloscope�CH1�to�‘Output’�of�differential�encoder�(l)�on�ST2156�and�
connect CH2 one�by�one�to�‘Signal�In’,�‘Carrier�In’�and�‘Output’�of�modulator�circuit�
(l) on ST2156 and observe the waveforms. 

10. Now�connect�oscilloscope�CH1�to�‘Output’�of�differential�encoder�(ll)�on�ST2156�and�
connect�CH2�one�by�one�to�‘Signal�In’,�‘Carrier�In’�and�‘Output’�of�modulator�circuit�
(ll) on ST2156 and observe the waveforms. 

11. Set equal amplitude levels of the output signals of Modulator Circuit (1) and Modulator 
Circuit�(ll)�by�varying�the�‘Gain’�potentiometers�of�Modulator�Circuits.�

12. Now connect oscilloscope� CH.1� to� ‘Data� In’� on� ST2156� and� CH2� to� ‘Output’� of�
Summing Amplifier and observe the waveforms.

13. Now� on� ST2157� connect� oscilloscope� CH1� to� ‘Input’� of� QPSK� demodulator� and�
connect CH2 one by one to output of double squaring circuit, output of PLL, output of 
Divide by four (÷ 4) observe the wave forms. On ST2157, connect oscilloscope CH1 
to�‘I’�output�of�QPSK�demodulator�and�CH2�to�‘Q’�output�of�QPSK�demodulator�and�
observe the waveforms. 

14. Now vary the phase adjust potentiometer and observe its effects on the demodulated 
signal waveforms.

15. Connect�oscilloscope�CH1�to�‘I’�output�of�QPSK�demodulator�on�ST2157�then�connect�
CH2 one by one to output of low pass filter, output of Comparator on ST2157 and 
observe the waveforms.

16. Connect oscilloscope CH1 to ‘Q’�output�of�QPSK�demodulator�on�ST2157�then�connect�
CH2 one by one to output of low pass filter, output of Comparator on ST2157 and 
observe the waveforms.

17. Compare the output of comparators on ST2157 with the outputs of differential encoders 
on ST2156 respectively.

18. Also�compare�the�output�of�differential�decoders�on�ST2157�with�the�output�‘I�Data’�
and�‘Q�Data’�on�ST2156�respectively.

19. Connect�oscilloscope�CH1�to�‘Output’�of�P/S�Converter�on�ST2157�and�CH2�to�Data�
In’�on�ST2156.

20. Connect oscilloscope CH1 to�‘Data� In’�then�connect�CH2�output� to�Bit�decoder�and�
observe the waveforms. If both data does not matches then try to match it by varying 
the phase adjust potentiometer on QPSK Demodulator.

21. Now try to match the LED sequence by once pressing the reset switch on ST2156.

Observations:

1. The�output�at�‘Data�In’�is�repeating�sequence�of�bits�generated�by�Data�Source.�
2. The�‘I�Data’�and�‘Q�Data’�output�are�even�and�odd�bit�sequence�of�input�data�

sequence and bit duration is double of input data sequence.
3. The�‘Output’�of�Modulator�Circuit�(l)�and�Modulator�Circuit�(ll)�are�Phase�Shift�

Keying modulated signals, and summation of these two signals are Quadrature Phase 
Shifted signal.

4. The output of Phase Lock Loop (PLL) is clock signal of same frequency as that of the
output of double squaring circuit and output of Divide by four (÷ 4) is clock signal of 
frequency four times less than the output of PLL signal.

5. The output of QPSK demodulator is a signal having group of positive half cycles and 
group of negative half cycles of the carrier signal.

6. A low pass filter removes high frequency component from demodulated QPSK signal 
and it makes the signal smooth.
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7. The Phase Adjust potentiometer matches the phase of regenerated clock and carrier 
with input clock and carrier signal respectively.

8. The recovered data does not find inverted after demodulation.

Conclusion:
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Objective: Study of Quadrature Phase Shift Keying in MATLAB

Equipment Needed:
1 MATLAB software 

Code: 

clc;
clear all;
close all;
data=[0  1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1]; % information

%Number_of_bit=1024;
%data=randint(Number_of_bit,1);

figure(1)
stem(data, 'linewidth',3), grid on;
title('  Information before Transmiting ');
axis([ 0 11 0 1.5]);

data_NZR=2*data-1; % Data Represented at NZR form for QPSK modulation
s_p_data=reshape(data_NZR,2,length(data)/2);  % S/P convertion of data

br=10.^6; %Let us transmission bit rate  1000000
f=br; % minimum carrier frequency
T=1/br; % bit duration
t=T/99:T/99:T; % Time vector for one bit information

y=[];
y_in=[];
y_qd=[];
for(i=1:length(data)/2)

y1=s_p_data(1,i)*cos(2*pi*f*t); % inphase component
y2=s_p_data(2,i)*sin(2*pi*f*t) ;% Quadrature component
y_in=[y_in y1]; % inphase signal vector
y_qd=[y_qd y2]; %quadrature signal vector
y=[y y1+y2]; % modulated signal vector

end
Tx_sig=y; % transmitting signal after modulation
tt=T/99:T/99:(T*length(data))/2;

figure(2)

subplot(3,1,1);
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plot(tt,y_in,'linewidth',3), grid on;
title(' wave form for inphase component in QPSK modulation ');
xlabel('time(sec)');
ylabel(' amplitude(volt0');

subplot(3,1,2);
plot(tt,y_qd,'linewidth',3), grid on;
title(' wave form for Quadrature component in QPSK modulation ');
xlabel('time(sec)');
ylabel(' amplitude(volt0');

subplot(3,1,3);
plot(tt,Tx_sig,'r','linewidth',3), grid on;
title('QPSK modulated signal (sum of inphase and Quadrature phase signal)');
xlabel('time(sec)');
ylabel(' amplitude(volt0');

Rx_data=[];
Rx_sig=Tx_sig; % Received signal
for(i=1:1:length(data)/2)

%%XXXXXX inphase coherent dector XXXXXXX
Z_in=Rx_sig((i-1)*length(t)+1:i*length(t)).*cos(2*pi*f*t); 
% above line indicat multiplication of received & inphase carred signal

Z_in_intg=(trapz(t,Z_in))*(2/T);% integration using trapizodial rull
if(Z_in_intg>0) % Decession Maker

Rx_in_data=1;
else

Rx_in_data=0; 
end

%%XXXXXX Quadrature coherent dector XXXXXX
Z_qd=Rx_sig((i-1)*length(t)+1:i*length(t)).*sin(2*pi*f*t);
%above line indicat multiplication ofreceived & Quadphase carred signal

Z_qd_intg=(trapz(t,Z_qd))*(2/T);%integration using trapizodial rull
if (Z_qd_intg>0)% Decession Maker
Rx_qd_data=1;
else
Rx_qd_data=0; 
end
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Rx_data=[Rx_data  Rx_in_data  Rx_qd_data]; % Received Data vector
end

figure(3)
stem(Rx_data,'linewidth',3) 
title('Information after Receiveing ');
axis([ 0 11 0 1.5]), grid on;

Conclusion:




